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ABSTRACT

The classical and quantum aspects of the Schwinger model on the torus are considered.
First we find explicitly all zero modes of the Dirac operator in the topological sectors with
nontrivial Chern index and its spectrum. In the second part we determine the regularized
effective action and discuss the propagators related to it.

Finally we calculate the gauge invariant averages of the fermion bilinears and corre-
lation functions of currents and densities. We show that in the infinite volume limit the
well-known result for the chiral condensate can be obtained and the clustering property
can be established.
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Introduction
The Schwinger Model (SM) [1] or quantum electrodynamics with massless fermions in

two-dimensional space-time is one of the exactly solvable models of quantum field theory
(QFT). This was shown some time ago by using operator methods [2] and the path integral
approach [3]3. The SM usually serves for the illustration of such phenomena in particle
physics as: spontaneous breakdown of local gauge symmetry through axial anomaly [4],
mass generation, charge screening [5] and quark confinement, vacuum structure and the
realization of gauge transformations [3] ,[6].

Most of the mathematical problems of QFT, related to these phenomena can be treated
more exactly and rigorously in a compactified version of Euclidean space-time, where the
spectrum of the Dirac operator becomes exact, and a precise definition of topological sec-
tors together with corresponding zero modes can be given4. Such compactification in the
SM on the manifold without boundary was considered for the first time by C. Jayewardena
[7], who used two-dimensional sphere as a compact Euclidean space-time.

In this work we present the detailed calculations concerning classical and quantum
aspects of the SM on the torus.

Compactification on the torus (T) is much better than the compactification on the
sphere because it allows to find finite temperature (size) effects and is appropriate to
the systematic analysis of the lattice approximation on which the numerical calculations
are performed (on the lattice, usually periodic (torus) boundary conditions are consid-
ered). Moreover, from the results obtained for this model one can extract the information
concerning the SM on a cylinder, which also has attracted attention recently [8].

We show that the torus compactification on the SM, as in the case of sphere compact-
ification, does not destroy the solvability of the model.

The SM on the symmetric torus (where the lengths of both circumferences are equal)
has been considered in [9] and the SM with Dirac-Kahler fermions (the geometric SM,
which is equivalent to the SM with two flavors) on the torus was investigated in [10] and
[11]. I.Sachs and A.Wipf [12] discussed the role of the zero modes in the SM on the
torus, derived some relevant Green's functions and found the analytic form of the chiral
condensate.

Finite temperature SM has been considered in [13].
The paper is organized as follows.
The first part contains the definition of the model and the discussion of some pecu-

liarities due to the fact that it is defined on the compact space-time. We find the general
expression for the normalized zero modes of the Dirac operator in the sector with any
topological charge. Then we calculate the spectrum of this operator and the corresponding
eigenfunctions.

In the second part we discuss the general path integral formula which can be used for
the calculation of the quantum mechanical vacuum expectation values of observables in
the case where zero modes are present. The rest of this part is devoted to the calculation
of the regularized effective action and the propagators related to it.

In the third part we consider the objects of physical significance, i.e. the expectation
values of various operators.

3The discussion of the SM are so numerous that it is not possible to refer to all of them.
4Notice that technically compactification allows to avoid the infrared divergences, which sometimes

plague the analysis of two-dimensional gauge theories.



We calculate separately the contributions to them from different topological sectors.
Taking the infinite volume limit we obtain the well-known result for the chiral condensate
and establish the clustering property.

In the appendices the details of the derivations of some important formulas used in
the main text are presented.

1 Classical theory

1.1 The action

J 12 J

where 0 < x^ < £„, \i = 1,2, L\ and L2 are lengths of the large and small circumferences
of the torus, respectively, and the field strength Fn(x) = <9iA2(x) - d2Ai(x).

Our 7 -matrices satisfy:^, 7,,} = 2^,7172 = 175,7J = 7^, which implies in two
dimensions 7^75 = — ie-wlvi where €12 = —«2i = 1-

The geometry of fields on the torus requires certain periodicity conditions:

= K{x)tl>{x),

lvv) =

Lvu) =

(1.2a)

(1.2b)

(1.3)

where i> is a unit vector in vth direction. The transition functions Kv(x) satisfy the cocycle
condition

All(x)\v(x + Lltfi) = \v{x)Xll(x + Lv£'). (1.4)

It is well-known [14] that under these requirements the gauge field configurations fall
into classes CH^ (topological sectors, Chern classes) characterized by the Pontriyagin
(Chern) index (topological charge, topological quantum number, winding number)

= - £ • f F13<Px, fc = 0 , ± l , ± 2 , - - •
2ir JT

As a special representative we choose a field with a constant field strength:

_ 2nk
eL^Li

In the Lorentz gauge a corresponding potential is

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)

In the axial gauge diA^x) = 0 we may choose the representative

0, for ft = 2.
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In this case

and we see that again

The periodicity condition is

where

Lvu) =

f 1, f o r i / = l
[ e M , for u = 2.

The relation to the Lorentz gauge is

where

In what follows we will work in the Lorentz gauge.
In the topological sector A^ a general gauge potential has the form

(1.8)

A{,°'(x) is a single valued 'continuous' function on T. Thus we may apply the Hodge
decomposition theorem [14]

c,aAb(x), (1.9)

where d^x) is a 'pure gauge', t^ is a (constant) toron field restricted to 0 < *„ < 2ir/eLll,
e(I1/9v6(x) is a curl and a(x) and b(x) are continuous on T and orthogonal to the constant,
fTa(x)(Px = fTb(x)tPx = 0.

The toron field is a gauge invariant up to large gauge transformations, when A(x) =

exp{27ri ( m , ^ + m 2 f j ) } , and m,, is integer: t^At^ + j^-rn,,, in this case a(x)Aa(x)

and 6(x)Afc(x). Under small gauge transformations A(x) = e'^"\ a ( i ) 4a ( i ) + -X(x),

1.2 Dirac equation (DE)
DX(x) s

where

= 0, (1.10)

is a two-component complex spinor.
Formally the solution of DE (1.10) with the potential (1.8), (1.9) is

(1.11)



and °x(x) satisfies the free DE
7M8JX(*) = 0- (1.12)

The main problem is to find such °x(x)'s, which satisfy the periodicity condition (1.2) for

In the future we will consider also the operator

A > = 0 U = o = 7,(0*.-«e(i

Then

(1.13)

where x>(x;) >s a z e r o mode of the D(D0) operator.

1.3 General remarks

The operator iD is the Hermitian operator in the space of two - component spinors, with
a scalar product

It is an elliptic operator on the compact manifold T and its spectrum is discrete.
{t/'i/}(^ = 1,2, • • •) is a set of independent eigenfunctions of the iD with positive eigen-
values Eu. Since iD anticommutes with 75, {i£>l>v}{v = 1,2, • • •) is a set of independent
eigenfunctions of the iD with eigenvalues — Ev. Denoting $-„ = 7 5 ^ and E-v = —Eu

we have, that {rji^}, v = ±1, ±2, • • • is a complete set of the eigenfunctions of iD. Again,
since {D,f5} = 0, we can choose zero modes to have a definite chirality.

The Index theorem. Each zero mode x>(x) has a definite chirality 75X; = ±X; and
a number of the zero modes n = n+ + n_[n+(ra_) is a number of the zero modes with a
positive (negative) chirality] satisfies the following rule

n+ = k, n_ = 0, if k > 0,

n+ = 0, n_ = \k\, if k < 0.

In the trivial sector (k = 0) there are no zero modes [15].

1.4 The zero modes of the Do operator in the nontrivial sector
Let us introduce the complex (dimensionless) variables

X\ + IX2 _
z = , z =

Then

and the free Dirac equation (1.12) has the following form

0 d,
0

° X I ( M ) \ _

(1.14)

(1.15)

(1.16)

From this equation we see that

°X2(Z,Z)= °X2(Z).

The vector-potential is chosen as follows

and in accordance with the general solution (1.11) we get

Xi(*. z) = e - W - * * ' ^ - * ^ oX

where Xi(z> z) a nd X"z{z> z) are the components of the spinor

which is the solution of the equation

(1.17a)

(1.17b)

(1.18)

(1.19a)

(1.19b)

(1.20)

(1.21)

Using the expression (1.18) and taking into account (1.2) we get the periodicity con-
ditions for the function x{z, z), r = i j?

X(z+ 1,2 + 1) = e$l('~')x(z,z),' (1.22a)

X{z + T,Z + f) = e-i!r(*+*)x(z, z). (1.22b)

Then from (1.19) and (1.22) it follows that °Xi{z) and °X2(z) have the following period-
icity properties (for simplicity we put L\ = 1):

'°XiW, (1.23a)

°Xl(2 + r) = e - ^ + f *M

°X2(z + 1) = e-ff-5Ft

°Xi(z + f) = e-»«-f *W-s!r1(«*-«-)

For k > 1 we shall use the following ansatz

(1.24a)

(1.24b)

(1.25)



where i?3(2 | r) is the Jacobi's theta function [16] and a,/3 and 7 are constants to be
found from (1.23) and (1.24). From (1.25)

and
+ T)

Comparing (1.26) with (1.23), we have

~ J{t+ + *-)+ 2nin'

2o =

\ " i l l C l . ,

where n and m are arbitrary integers.
Then

nk
2|r| '

- - (
2K

and
iet+

(1.26a)

(1.26b)

(1.27)

(1.28)

(1.29)

(1.30)

(1.31)

(1.32)

Since tf3(z + 1 | T) — tf3(z \ r), we get the following expression for k zero modes of the
free Dirac equation in the sector with the topological charge k > 1 (in accordance with
the Index theorem) up to a normalization factor

, + n T (1.33)

Reconstructing L\ and introducing the normalization factor 1/A n̂) we obtain from
(1.19a) and (1.20)

+ nr

where

(1.34)

(1.35)

From the definition of the t?3 function it follows that x ' n ' ( z i z ) ' s for different values of n
are orthogonal

C C X("1>(*'5)x<n2) '̂ ^ t ^ * = °. (L36)
if rei 7̂  n2, and in order to get the normalized zero modes one should find the normalization
factor

For the product x ( n ) (* ,«)x ( n ) (^) we have from (1.34)

+ iY \ r% (1.37)

where

1 =""• " = Lr T ^r' 2 > I="zr""27"11

Using relations among the d- functions (see [18])

- iY I + iY I r') =

and

from[19] (13.22 (8)) we get

(1.38)

With the help of Landen's transformation [19] (13.23(16)) we can rewrite it in the following
form

1Y
I 2r')

I 2 \ 1

| -~ J (A2 + As)B2\ , (1.39)

where A,- = t?;(0 | 2T'), B; = t?;(0 | - ^ ) , t = 2,3. From the normalization condition

(1-40)



we get

Thus the normalized zero modes in the sector with \k\ > 1 are:
for k > 1

1/4

e
if I" ("+5Fl(2'2-2'J'»-

| fcr)

(1.41)

(1.42)

f o r f c < - l

n = 0 , 1 , - , l * | - l ;

(1.43)

2ir|fc|

1.5 Spectrum of the Do operator
1.5.1 Trivial sector k = 0.

We have the following eigenvalue and eigenfunction equation for the £>0 = £i A) operator

= Lx
0

• id2 — ie

- ie(tx - it2)
0

(1.44)

In our case, when A^ = t^ and t^ is a constant, the functions A1/(x) from (1.3) are
constants. So the periodicity conditions for the normalized solutions are as follows

(1.45)

(1.46)

Lvu) = il>(x).

Then one can look for the solution of (1.44) using the ansatz

where ny = 0, ±1,±2, •••, and at and a2 are some complex numbers which should be
found from normalization condition.

We get for the eigenvalues

g =

where tv = <fytv, n± = 2w((n, ± ±n2

Using the normalization condition

2 J_

- (<i ± r1

(1.47)

(1.48)

we get, that a\ and 02 can be any complex numbers subject the condition:|aj|2 + |<Z2| =
1

1.5.2 Nontrivial sector k ^ 0.

Using the form (1.18) for the vector potential in the case k =̂  0 and complex variables,
we get (for dimensionless operator)

(1.49)J n I 'a - u /

where B =

and cL = ^ ^ T ( 9 J + ^f-z - ^t+). Note that (<i+)t = -d_ and

d ) - —

Then

and

Y

(1.50)

(1.51)

(1.52)

Let us consider the cases of positive and negative k separately.
A. k > 0.
First let us define the vacuum states in the Fock space with creation and annihilation

operators d+ and cL functions, which are solutions of the equation

d_Xi(z, z) = 0 (1.53)

We already know that there should be exactly k such functions. Equation (1.53) is
the equation for the first component of the spinor x{ziZ) m (1.20) with the normalized
solutions given in (1.42).

10



Then the eigenfunctions of the DQDO operator are the functions

a n d

which correspond to eigenvalue e2
m =

Let us check this for m > 0
, where ro = 0 , 1 , 2 , • • •, n = 0 , 1 , 2 , • • • , A: — 1.

4nk(d+d. 0
{ o d-d

_ _ i^ (
• M I

From (1.50) we have </-

Similarly

<*_ - m(d+)m-1. Then

(1.56b)

Since the index i takes k values, the spectrum of the DgDo operator has a 2fc fold degen-
eracy for m > 0, and a A: fold degeneracy for m = 0.

One should remember that ZJJ = —Do, so for the eigenvalues of the Do operator we
have: e = 0 , ± t « / ^ p and each value has a i-fold degeneracy.

The eigenfunctions of this operator have the following form (k > 0)

-( W )

for e = + 1 ^ / ^ , and

for e = -i

(1.57b)

"± is a normalization factor.

11

B. k < 0.
Now the vacuum state is defined as follows

d+fa(z,z) = Q (1.58)

There are |A:| vacuum states in accordance with the index theorem. They are given in
(1.43).

The eigenvalues of the Dido operator £^ = — ̂ pp- are 2|A;| fold degenerate for m > 0,
and |A;| fold degenerate for n = 0, and its eigenfunctions are as follows

* " » •

In this case, for the eigenvalues of the Z>0 operator we have: e = 0, ±iJ^^i-,m = 1,2, ••-,

with a |A;| fold degeneracy and corresponding eigenfunctions (n = 0, • • •, \k\ - 1)

(1.60a)

for e = . \ S and

2 Quantum theory
The calculation of the quantum mechanical vacuum expectation values (VEV) of observ-
ables Ct(A,tp,tj>) is performed with the help of the path integral formula

{Q(A, $, 0)) = 1 /" , V>, 0 ) . (2-1)

Since the action (1.1) is quadratic in fermion fields the fermionic integration can easily be
done. Recollecting that there are different topological sectors of gauge field configurations
we have

= 4 E

where the partition function

Z= f; f J-L&xQDrl,

(2.2)

(2.3)

12



The result of the fermionic integration depends crucially on the number |fc| of zero
modes of the operator D[A] dependent of the gauge field /!„ from the topological sector
Ak [7] and we obtain

= Z~l ( VA&et (2.4)

(2/1) ••

*=O±I,-,±JV
(2.5)

= /
•Mo

et[£>], (2.6)

(x'"Hx)i X*"'(2/) n = 1) • •" 1I"8!) ' s a n orthonormal set of the zero mode wave functions
and S^k\x, y; A) is a Green's function of the D[A] operator with a gauge field A^ from
the topological sector Ak, det'[D] is a product of nonzero eigenvalues of the dimensionless
D = LiD operator. The sum is taken over all possible permutations P = [iu • • •, iN) of
(1, • • •, N), ( - l ) p is a parity of the permutation P.5

All these expressions are formal and need regularization. We will use the Pauli-Villars
regularization. It means that we will add to the action a sum

(2.7)

where the regulator masses M,- > 0, i = 1, • • • , r satisfy the regulator conditions
£[_i e,(A/iI1)

2p = 0, p = 1, ••-,»•- l,T,1=iei ~ - 1 a n d ei = + 1 ( - 1 ) i i f & IS afermion
(boson) field, r is a number of regular fields, sufficient to regularize all singularities which
appeared in the theory [17].

In what follows we will use only dimensionless operators D,DD^ etc. and will not
write tilde. Then

det'D -»• det'Z) f[ det(Z) - M,-Li)ei = exp ̂ r<* (2.8)

It is more convenient to work with the operator DD^ which has a nonnegative spectrum.
Then (see Appendix A)

(2.9)

The prime on the trace means that the zero modes are excluded. The regularization
allows the following mathematical operations leading to an evaluation of the effective
action W

13

a) First, we will find the variation of r<*> [A] under a variation of 6(x) in the expression
of the potential A,, (see (1.9)), then by solving the variational equation we will obtain

j ^ in the following form

l% (2.10)

where a(k, M{Li) does not depend on b(x).
b) Second, we will calculate a(k,M{Li).
The regularized action (2.9) may be rewritten as follows

Therefore under the variation of 6(x) we get

ST^IA] = - f™5(7re-tDDi) (\+Y.eie~tM-

In Appendix B it is shown that

K ' dt

Substituting this formula into (2.12), we have

STi%[A) = -4eTr(75<S6e-'DD'

- 4ef) eiM?Li r dtTr{-ysSbe-WD<)e-mW.

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

The first term in (2.14) contributes only on the upper limit, if the DD* operator has zero
modes. So when t —> 00

Tr(75i6e-fODt) -». Tr(l5SbV0), (2.15)

where ~P0 is the projection operator on the subspace spanned by the zero modes. To
calculate the second term we will use the heat kernel expansion of e~tDD> for small t [14].

and for Af; -+ 00

(2.16)

(2.17)

Finally we obtain

- ^ / <Px5b(x)F12(x)

(2.18)

14



where , D = d2 + d\ and A^ is a k x k matrix of the scalar products of the zero modes

The variational equation (2.18) has the solution

r<*» [A] = 2 In det N^ + - f d2xb(x)Ob{x) + a{k, A/,1,),
TX JT

where a(k, A/,Li) is the integration constant.
Now let us find a(k, MiL{). From (2.9) and (2.10) it follows that

(2-19)

(2.20)

To calculate the trace in the second line of (2.20) we use the Liischer's formula (see
Appendix C) and

Tr' trJT ei HD0Dt + MfLi) + ln(Z)0 J3j) J (2.21)

= E e'' {-n{D0Dl)MfL\ In M?L2 + C(0 | D0Dl) In M?L\) - C'(0 | D0Dl),

where terms vanishing for Mi —t oo have been neglected, ((s) = £(s | DODQ) is a £-
function of the D(,D0 operator

| D0Dl) = (2.22)

is defined for sufficiently large real part Res and a sum is taken over all nonzero eigenvalues
Xm of DODQ operator with multiplicity dm. This function has a pole at s = 1 with the
residue ri(DoDg)

- ^ + • • •. (2.23)

Thus we see, that in order to find T^A], we should know n(D0Dl), C(0 | DoD\) and
C'(0 | DODQ). But the spectrum of the DoDg operator or the eigenvalues Xm and their
multiplicity is known and after some calculations connected with summation of infinite
series (see Appendix D) we get the final result

(2.24)

15

We want to discuss shortly the implications of this result for the path integral formula
after fermion integration, Eq.(2.5). The normalization factor Z follows from the condition
(1) = 1 and therefore is determined by the integration over the trivial sector k = 0 only.
The k independent parts of T^[A] can be factorized out of the sum over the gauge
sectors. These are the regulator mass dependent term and the term with b(x). Therefore
the regulator mass term in F ^ [A] cancels against that of Z and the normalized result is
independent of these masses as required for a consistent renormalization scheme. Also the
integration over the pure gauge component T>a factorizes from all other integrations. Thus
we let this contribution cancel with the corresponding of Z without going into further
details of gauge fixing.

After fermion integration the gauge field dependent part of the action in the trivial
sector is

S'[b{x)\ = 1-

= l-j d2xb(x)D(a-m2)b(x), (2.25)

where m2 = ^-. As we see this action is bilinear in b(x) and hence describes free parti-
cles. The generating functional of its correlation functions can be calculated by Gaussian
integration:

(2.26)—
Zn

and

The propagator G(x — x') related to S'[b] obeys the following equation

n(D - m
2)G{x - x') = Sl'\x - x1) = S(x - x') - y^-

(2.27)

(2.28)

and it plays an imporatant role in future calculations. We may express G{x) by the
eigenfuctions and eigenvalues of the Laplacian D on T:

G{X) =

= -T{Go(z) - Gm(x)}. (2.29)

The summation Yl'ni excludes ri\ = ni = 0. Therefore Go(x) is the Green's function of the
Laplacian on T, which as an integral operator transforms a constant function into zero
Go * (const) = 0. It has a representation (see Appendix E )

16



2TT

l
= - — In

27T

i?i(O | r)

L 2(r)t

A. , lrl

" 7 ^
1 K7)

I 2 12

*i(0 1 r)

Note that ti[{0\r) = 2TTT]3{T). With the help of the formula

oo 2ninx

1
-2|x|])

osinh(7ra)

we can do one summation in Gm(x)

(2.30)

(2.31)

2£(n)smh[|r|f(i»)/2]

^ ^o(«l«l) = i / /

(2.32)

where f (ra) = jAir^n2 + L?m2 and ^/£"o(w|a;|) is the Green's function of the free particle
with a mass m in the infinite two dimensional Euclidean space-time (to find the limit
L\ —> oo we used Euler's summation formula) which has the following asymptotics [20]

(2.33)

K0(m\x\:
( 2 - 3 4 )

3 Applications

3.1 Average of fermion bilinears

Now we calculate the vacuum expectation value of the gauge invariant fermion bilinear,
using the general formula (2.5) (we do gauge invariant point-splitting)

it j Aa(y)dya

- 0)

(3.1)

17

where T =Ve
it J Aa(y)dya

T, T-.

and 7; = 2jr/eLM.
For fermion bilinears only gauge sectors CH(fc), with k = 0,±l contribute.
For the trivial sector (fc = 0):

and

T#,[«,6,*,C;r]

For the sector |fc| = 1

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(_,)[*, C; r] = - (3.6)

where x{4>) is a zero mode of positive (negative) chirality of the operator YiPn — *e(*<i +
c^dyb + C&V)) (see (section 1)).

We see that for the vector (F = 7,,) or pseudovector (r = 1757,,) currents there is the
contribution only from the trivial sector, and for scalar (F = 1) or pseudoscalar (F = 75)
there is the contribution only from the topological sectors \k\ = 1.

So we get, using (3.1) and (F.10)

(3.7)

c0 § » c o s 7'
.;[ C* _ IIS (f\\(°h

21?^

where

0 - dpG{y - Q]dya,

/2(C) = e-(.

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

G(x) is the propagator of the 6-field (2.29) and {.. .)j0 ' is the averaging over the toron
configurations

(3.11)

18



and

Jo Jo
(3.12)

Using the relation K^t) = j^^T^^t) (see (F.11)-(F.12)), one can easily prove that

We have the singular behavior for the current

•> / Ap(y)dyp
(i/>(x + O~tae *-< ip{x - < (3.13)

For the scalar (r = 1) in (3.1) (in the limit £ ->• 0) , using (3.2),(2.24) and (3.11) we get

(see [9] and [12]).

In the limit U = L2 = L -> oo from (2.29)-(2.32) it follows that

2e2G(0) = - In ??2(r) + In ̂  + 7 + In L,,

where m = -4j and 7 is the Euler constant, and

(3.15)

(3.16)

3.2 Correlation functions for fermion bilinears
Using our definition of M(x) we will consider the correlation functions for gauge invariant
(regularized) bilinears

(M(x)M'(y))

= Urn
C'->0

(3.17)

- CO)}.

where r =
f *+c 1 . f v+c
{ie / A,,{x')dx'v \, V = Pexp^te /
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From the general formula (2.5) we have

- CO)

C)tV(y - CO

and only gauge sectors CHf-h\ with A; = 0 ,± l ,±2 contribute.
The trivial sector A; = 0. For this sector

(3.18)

= {-T^ia,b,x,c,»,C;r,ns^x-C-v-0$%-C'-z-O (3.19)

+ TM[«,6, x,C; T%[a,b,y,C; r']5(
(")(-2C)5(

(")(-2C')}e&&A\

where

l(*)"ie4'l*) {Tr(7tf r '7^r) cosh 61 cosh62+
'wr'7,,r) sinh 61 cosh 62 + T V ^ F T ^ r ) cosh 6, sinh 62 (3.20)

T) sinh b\ sinh 62}

contributes to the connected part of the corresponding diagram and T^a, b, x, C; T], given
in (3.4), contributes to the disconnected part of this diagram.

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

Sectors k = ±1. For the sector k = 1

/(i)[x,C;y,C';r,r] = W r '

x {x(x + C)rx(x - QT»[a, 6; jf, C, V]Sll)M(y - C,» + CO

+r(,[a,6; x, C, r]S<1)(">(* - C,x + Q'x(y + OWHy - C)

~x(y + C0^e"!a'!'~':')7we""a'(:c+'')r'x(x — C)-S'i1"'l)(y - C', x + C)

y-C05(
(1)((l)(x-C,y + C0},

(3.25)

X(x) = e^-M-^Hxtx) and x(x) is a zero mode in the sector it = 1 given in Eq.(1.34)
and a similar expression for /(-i)[x, £; y, £'; F, V] for the sector k = —1.

Sectors fc = ±2. For fc = 2 we have
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C'W'x{1)(y - C)
{% - C)

CTx{% - C)
- C)x(0)(2/ + CT*(1)fo - 0 } ,

(3.26)

where x'°' a n d X*1' a r e *wo independent zero modes of DA operator for k = 2 and a
similar expression for /(_2j[z, f; y, £'; F, F'] for the sector k = —2.

In these formulas the vector-potential of the electromagnetic field from the topological
sector Ak, is given in (1.8),

<->t \x,y) — itidt \x->y) {o.ztj

is the Green's function of the Do operator given in (1.13) (Sl°)M{x,y) = S\'1\x - y)). In
general, the propagator S^(x,y;A) of the fermions in the background field A^x) from
(1.8) can be expressed as follows

y)e-ieal(-y\ (3.28)

where a(x) = a{x) - i-y5b(x), a'{y) = a(y) + 1756(2/), (see Appendix G)

3.2.1 Currents T = ila, V = il0. (M(x) = ja(x), M(y) = jp(y))

In this case we have contribution only from the trivial sector k = 0. The evaluation of
the connected and disconnected parts is straightforward (see Appendix F):

{Ja(x)My))c =
(3.29)

Rn = ir>[

1

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

and using the 'light cone components' j±(x) = ji(x) T ih{x), we get for the 'connected'
part a simple result in terms of the Weierstrass function p{z) [18] [19]

Applying an 'addition theorem' of the iJ-functions

)rf,(« " W) = ^ ^

21

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

or returning to Cartesian components

(3.37)

(3.38)

The averaging over the toron configuration results in

and

(3.39)

(3.40)

))<0). (3.41)

Adding the connected and disconnected parts we get for the correlation: function of the
currents

Ua{x)jp{y)) = —CapepvdpdpGmfe — y). (3.42)

3.2.2 Clustering

The clustering property means that the vacuum matrix element of a product of local
operators factorizes when their space-like separation becomes large. Usually this property
is well established in the theories, where we have massive particles from the beginning.
We will prove that in the Schwinger model (where massless fermions interact with a gauge
field) this property also holds.

_ In order to do that we should calculate the four point function
{t/;(x)il>(x)il>(0)xl>(0)}, and as we have demonstrated in the previous section for this aim
one should consider all topological sectors with \k\ < 2. In fact, in this case only the
sectors k = 0 and |fc| = 2 contribute (see Eq.(3.17)). Then the Lx = L2 = L -> oo limit
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should be taken, and we will prove that as in the case of the Schwinger model of the
sphere [7] the trivial sector gives only a half of the value expected, the other half comes
from the sector |A;| = 2.

From the general expression (3.18) by calculating traces we obtain:

x(o)(0)x(o)(0)
(3.43)

where R(x,0) = e«
2[G(o)-G(x)] a n d v{xQ) = *W!le*>l

One can easily show that the contributions from the sectors with k = 4-2 and k = — 2
are equal.

So

where Xi (x) ' s the first component of the zero mode x^*'(x) w'*'1 the positive chirality.
For the ^-averaging in the trivial sector {k = 0) we get

(3.45)

and
R(x, 0) — e ^ 6 n °^x'e n m^x>. (3.46)

From the general expression (1.42) for the zero modes with the positive chirality in
the sector k = 2 vie have two of them

(3.47)

and

eiix"

Using the relation between i?-functions [19]

> + r\2r) (3.48)

(3.49)

Xi \x) can be rewritten as follows

(3.50)
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With the help of the formula

which follows from formulas (118) and (128) in [22], we obtain

and

One can easily check that in the last formula

So

From (3.44)-(3.46) and (3.55) we get

4 '

and from (2.32) and (3.14)

So in the flat space limit we have, using (3.16)

and when \x\ ->• oo with the help of (2.33)

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)

Thus the clustering property is indeed satisfisfied.
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Conclusions

Using the path integral approach we have performed a complete analysis of the Schwinger
model on the torus. This model is not just a generalization to the ordinary SM in the
infinite space time. The compactification enables to investigate the model in a math-
ematically more satisfactory way, keeping all singularities under control. The relevant
differential operators have discrete spectra and the path integrals in the quantum theory
can be properly defined if one uses their eigenfunctions.

All configurations of the electromagnetic potential (abelian gauge field) defined on the
torus can be classified according to their topological charge. The nontrivial gauge field
topology implies the occurrence of fermionic zero modes, which need a special treatment
in the quantum theory and contribute to correlation functions of fermionic fields. For
gauge fields of the topological charge k, the massless Dirac operator possesses exactly |A;|
zero modes. We have obtained explicit expressions for them and calculated the spectrum
of the Dirac operator in any topological sector.

In quantum theory using the Pauli-Villars regularization to remove the ultraviolet
divergences occurring in the fermionic path integral, we have calculated the part of the
gauge field effective action, which appears due to the fermion integration (Eq.(2.24)).
Effect of the torons (zero modes of the gauge potential) on the fermion fields reveals itself
in the toron effective action r'°'(i) (Eq. (3.12)), which rules their dynamics and controls
infrared singularities.

We have found the propagator of the gauge field on the torus, which is expressed
in terms of massless and massive Green's functions of the Laplacian on the torus, and
calculated the fermionic propagators in the background toron field and in topologically
nontrivial gauge field (Appendices F and G).

Finally, we have explicitly calculated several expectation values of physical interest.
Toron averaging (Eq.(3.11)) assures a translational invariant distribution of the symmetry
breaking zero modes in the topologically non-trivial sectors. For the two-and four-point
functions of fermion fields sectors with \k\ < 1 and |fc| < 2, respectively, contribute. For
two point function the correct result (found before by operator methods) is obtained only,
if the presence of the zero modes are properly accounted for and their role in the chiral
symmetry breaking by an anomaly becomes particularly transparent. We have calculated
the four-point function (^>(a:)^(0)) and proved the clustering property.

Comparing the torus compactification of the geometric [11] with the ordinary SM,
which is considered in the present work, one can find many similiarities. But there are
also some differences. The effective action in the geometric SM has a factor 2, which
implies a factor V2 in the mass of the isoscalar particle (in the geometric SM we have
additional internal symmetry and isospin multiplet of massles particles). The factor 2 in
the toron action changes the character of the integration over the torons considerably,
and hence the dynamical role of the torons in these cases.

Nowdays there are very intensive discussions in the literature on finite temperature
(size) effects in quantum field-theoretical models. To study them in the present context
one should let the spacial ('temporal') extension of i j ( i i ) tend to infinity.

It would be interesting to extend this investigation to the cases of the chiral Schwinger,
massive Schwinger and Thirring models.

These problems remain to be considered in the future.
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Note added After finalizing this work I became aware of a recent paper by Fayyazud-
din et al [23], where the same result for the four point fermionic function (Eq. (3.57))
was obtained. I thank A.Wipf for bringing this reference to my attention.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the Eq.(2.9).

As it has been mentioned the nonzero eigenvalues of the D operator appear in pairs:
iEv and -iEv{Ev is real). Therefore

and

Thus

Furthermore

-iE,, - MiLi){iEv - M i L l ) ( -det(Z) - M

since in the sector with Pontriyagin index k the D operator has |A;| zero modes.
On the other hand

jL\) = det[(Z> - AfiL,)(-£> - Mf

= det(Z» - MiLi) det(-Z) - Mi

So

and from (2.8)

det(D - MiLi) = (-

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)
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Appendix B. Derivation of the Eq.(2.13).

First, let us prove that for any operator A

6Tr{e~'A) = -iTr(5Ae- f i). (B.I)

We have

8e~tA

+O((SA)2) = e-*A{-tSA + t[A, 8 A] + O{{8A)2)) (B.2)

Since Tr is a linear operation

8Tr{e-tA) = Tr(8e-'
A) = -tTr{8Ae-'

A). (B.3)

Second, let us find the variation 8D under the variation of b(x)

D = Lif^d,, - ieAp) = La^ + eln^sd^x) + • • -,

where we have not written the terms which do not vary under the variation of 6(x). For
any function f(x) we have

(SDf)(x) = (D(b + 8b)f)(x)-(Df)(x)

x) + djb(x))f(x) -

(B.4)

7M7S = -757/x-

Thus
= -el5[D,8b(x)].

Now let us find the variation S(DD^):

= -D8D-{8D)D

= e[D~/5D8b - D~/sSbD + faDSbD - f5SbDD]

#75 = —TsD =

Finally from (B.3) and (B.7) we get

<S(Tre-(D£|t) =

at

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)
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Appendix C. Liisher's formula.

We can write the following representation

From (2.22) we get
(

So
C'(0 | D0Dl) =

Again from (2.22) we have

(C.I)

(C.2)

= -lndet'(Z)o£>o) = -Tr'ln(A>Z)J). (C.3)

f '
Thus we see that T(s)((s \ D0Dl) is a Mellin transformation of the Tr'(e-<<D°DJ>), so we
can find Tr'(e~('D°D°') doing the inverse transformation of

I DaD\) = + AT[s (C5)

where we have used (2.23). A is a constant: A = C(0 \ DaDl) — ri(D0Dl) and <p(s) is an
entire function of s and <̂ (0) = 0.

(C.6)

where O\ is any real number greater than unity. The second line of (2.20) can be expressed
as a sum of the two terms

Tr'(e-'D»D«) = - ^ r + ' ° ° r(«)C(« I D0Dl)r'ds,
Z7Tt Jff (oo

i=i •'1
. (C.7)

The second term disappears in the limit M; -+ oo and only the first term gives ultraviolet
divergencies when Mi -* oo. So we should calculate the integral in (C.7) only for 0 < t <
1. In this case we can close the contour in (C.6) on the left, take for the integrand its
expression (C.5) and use the residuum formula.

Then f

Tr'(e-(D»DJ) = r i ( A ) Z ) o ) - n(D0Dl) + A + • • •, (C.8)
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where • • • is a sum of the positive powers of t which also do not contribute to the integral
in the limit M, -»• oo. So for the first sum in the second line of (2.20) we have

up to terms, which disappear in the limit Mi —> oo. The expression in (C.9) is equal to

J2ei{-r,{D0Dl)M^L\\nMfL\ + C(0 |
i= l

So from (C.I) and (C.7)-(C.1O), we obtain (2.21).

Appendix D. Calculation of ri(Z?0Dj), C(0 | D0Dl) and C'(0 | D0Dl).

1. Trivial sector (k = 0). In this case the background electromagnetic field is rep-
resented only by the toron field. The spectrum XnurL2 of the D0Dl operator1 with
2-fold degeneracy is known (see (1.47)) and

C(s | D0Dl) = 2(4TT2)-S J2 I K - <"i)2 + n j C

= 2{4w2)~'Z -h -h
0 0

(D.I)

where 2 | |^' is Epstein £ -function (see [19] (17.93), in our case p = 2, v=(̂ ) =

Zi + ITF^, ffi = -*i> 52 = -<2, n = 0).

This function has a pole at s = 1 with the residue fi = itA~1/I2r(2), where A = det A
and A is a matrix of the quadratic form <p(x) = Y.i,jaijXiXj, A =|| o,j ||. In our
case A = Aj, so f\ = ff|r|. Thus

r(D0Dl) = 2 ^ j = —. (D.2)

In order to find C(0 | D0Dl) and C'(0 | D0Dl), i.e. Z(0) and Z'(0), we will use the
following method2

* + w f - iw E r f--1"**-8" • f^<*
where n,- = n; - t;, i = 1,2.
Using the Poisson summation formula

(D.4)

1 We should remind the reader that now we are considering dimensionless operators Do and Z>J obtained
by the multiplication of L\.

2This method was suggested by A.Coste.
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we have

Doing the Gaussian integration over x we get

v /•<» dt^f_ _[((^.+(2)+2d(p+ikl)2] _

'Jo t Jl6 ~

(D.5)

( D . 6)f ^
p n2 •'O t V * V

For the calculation of the value at s = 0 we will consider two cases separately

a)p = 0

(D.7)

( 1 \

I I—.j2s—1 \ r ff)c l I

since 0 < ii < 1. CK(S | </) is a generalized Riemann's £- function

C_ / c i rt\ \ ^ / J* Roc *s. n

If ra is nonnegative integer,

CM-" I 9) - — ^ " p

therefore

. -- {-Mai

( D"8 )

(D.9)

( D , 0 )

(D.ll)

Using the new variables u = J*.') <t, fc = W|p| and taking into account that

we obtain for the special case s = 0

(D.13)
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Thus

In

- /^ ln^ (1 — e "FT

= Jo(0) - V In ((1 - e-R("-^+ilTlf>)(i _ e-H(»+«»-'|T|fi)

- ln(l - e"B(f2+i|T|fl)) - V In ((1 - e~^n~il+^l))(\ - e~W
n=l l

- ln(l - e"Ft(f2~i|T|?1) = Jo(0) - In I f ] ( l - e"FT<"-'))(i _ e"f;

J I

= Jo(0) - In |(1 - e"H')(l - e"H')|

-In | n (l-2e"Ftncosh^t + e"Hn)l
ln=l \ ITI / J

1 (TT / , « - ! t , , 2ff -ftnM
- In < [ M 1 — 2e H " cosh —r< + e H J J..

U=i V lrl / J
Now let us recollect the definition of the ti\ Jacobi's t? function [19]

00

where q0 = FGLiCl — 92")-

In our case we will take q = c^H = e"1?. Then

= J o (0 ) - ln

where t = i2 + i|r|<i. For the last term we have

In | (1 - e~H')(l - e"FT') 1 = In fe"H'(eR' - i
I J *•

x(e#Fr - e-R f)} = In + In [sinh ^<sinh ~t\ .

So
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and using the relation

we finally get

where

From (D.I) and (D.3) we have

and

<(0 | A)0j) = 2^ .7 (0 ) = 0, since

C'(0 | D0Dl) = 2J(0)

= 0 (D.17)

= fL<J-21n|tf,(<|r)f;-1(r)|J) (D.19)
ITI

where ??(T) is Dedekind's function.

2. Nontrivial sector (k ^ 0)

In this case the spectrum of the D0Dl operator: Xm = * ^ n with 2\k\ fold degen-
eracy and

(D.20)

where C«(s) ls Riemann's £ function which has a pole at s = 1 with the residue 1
and

1 1
-5, C«(O) = -^ln27r.
2 zThus

C(0 | D0Dl) = -|fc|, r(D0Dl) = g , (D.21)

= - | * | In ^ . (D.23)
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Appendix E. The Green's function of the Laplacian on the Torus.

For the function Go(x) we have the following equation

-QGo(x) = S(x) - -1—,

where S(x) is a ^-function on the torus

S(X) = J _ 53 e^(»i^+l'-|-1»2^).

Let us introduce the function

G(x) = G0(x)-x2/4L1L2.

Then from (E.I) it follows that
-DG(x) = S(x)

Since the Go(x) function obeys the periodicity condition

G0(x + vlv) = Go{x),

for the G(x) we have

G(x + vLy) = G0(x) - ( x + / r
L l / ) 2 = G(x) - ^

For the G(a;) function we will choose the following ansatz

(E.I)

(E.2)

(E.3)

(E.4)

(E.5)

(E.6)

(E.7)

where z is defined in (1.14), and <r(z) is analytic in the box (1,T) and has a single zero at
2 = 0

<T(Z) = * + ••-. (E.8)

So
(E.9)

1
G(x) = - — l n | 2 | + ---, when \z\ -»• 0.

Taking into account the behaviour of the o(z) function for small \z\ and the periodicity
condition (E.5), we choose it in the following form

a(z) = ce"2^^!^ I T). (E.10)

Since the t?i(z | T) function obeys the following periodicity conditions

M* +1 iT) = -H* I T)>

we get the following equations for the constants a and 6
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In \u{z + 1)| = Re(2<*z + a) + Re b + In f-f)\ = w^- + ̂ - + In |
\Z/l/l î 2 i|T|

x2) - Im6 + 2vy- + 7r|r| + In \a(z)

From these equations it follows that

J L a n d 6 = 0.

The constant c is determined from condition (E.8). Thus

and
| r)

*i(0 | r)

where the constant C can be found from the condition
rL\ [Li
I I G0(x)dx1dx2 = 0,

JO JO

or we can choose the other possibility

fLl
 r , ^ , Li

Jo

I*\T\

12

From (E.3) and (E.13) we have

1
o(x) = - — I n

Thus from (E.14) and (E.15) we will obtain

C=— Pdxla
2TT JO

From [19] (13.19(17)) we have

12

In
',(0 | r)

= — In 7T + In sin nx + 4
22, q2m 1 - cos 2?rmx

^ 1 - <j2m 2m '

(E.11)

(E.12)

(E.13)

(E.14)

(E.15)

(E.16)

where q = e'"T.
Then

where
So

Finally we get

r cteln
<>i(0 I r )

= - In7r - ln2 - lngo( r ) ,

H* I
i(0 I r)

Irl 1

(E.17)

(E.18)

(E.19)

Appendix F. The propagator of fermions in the background toron field.

The fermion propagator St(x) in the background toron field is defined as a solution of
the equation

D,S,{x) = y^d,, - iet,,)St(x) = -6{x) (F.I)

and is periodic in the Euclidean space-time

(F.2)

(F.3)

where m^fi = 1,2) are some integers, too. Note that [St(x)] = [I]'1. One can easily find
that the solution of (F.I), which obeys the conditions (F.2) and (F.3) has the following
form

S,{x) = -DtGt(x) = i,,8P{x), (FA)

where
GJx) = — T et1("'*-+lTl

*v ' r r *—t / o _ \ 2 , , - ^

St(xi + ktLuXi -)- kjLt) = 5,(x),

where k,,(fj, = 1,2) are some integers , and is quasiperiodic in t-space

(F.5)

It can be shown (see [21]) that this function has a following representation

(F.6)

if t
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where £< = ^^-{i = 1,2), prime in the sum means that the terms with
and 1/ = f*-, if f2- G Z should be omitted.

1/2 ^ 2

= ti, if i\ e Z

(F.7)

(F.8)

for 0 < fi < 1, and

+ h

2 sin
7TX]

(F.9)

for 0 < ti < 1. Star in the sum means that if t2(<0 is an integer the term with fi = <2(/i =
i{) should be omitted.

One can prove that the Sj"'(z) functions defined in (F.4) have the following short
distance behaviour

j ^ + 'M0)+0(1*1),

where
1 /tf',(i) d\(t)\

i
Kl ~ 21* M

(F.10)

(F.11)

(F.12)

and t = i2 + i\r\iu i = h - i\r\ii-
It can easily be checked that the functions which obey the periodicity conditions (F.2),

(F.3) and short distance behaviour (F.10) have the following form

( F 1

( F 1

where i± = ii ± 1*2, or in the matrix form

St(x)=" • °
0

(F.15)

Note that 5((x) becomes singular for t = 0. This singularity is caused by the constant
solution of the Dirac equation with t = 0, which represents zero modes in the trivial
sector. In the path integral it is compensated by the zero of the Boltzmann factor of the
induced toron action Ztor(t).
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Appendix G. The propagator of fermions in the external field from the
topologically nontrivial class (fc ^ 0).

Fermion propagator in the background field

is a solution of the equation

D&kHx, y; A) = -<S<2>(* - y) + V0(x, y),

where Vo{x,y) is the projector operator onto the space of the zero modes.
Using (1.7)-(1.9) the Dirac operator D can be written as follows

with

D =

= e{a(x) + *„*„ ± il5[b(x) -
•nkx1

Then the propagator S^k\x,y) can be expressed in the following form

5<*>(*,2/; A) = eil)-WQW{x,y)e-il)*M

and Q(*'obeys the equation

t^Q^ix, y) = -<S<2>(x - y) + Vo(x, y),

where

Po{x,y) = e~il3+WPo(x,y)ei

(G.I)

(G.2)

(G.3)

(G.4)

(G.5)

(G.6)

(G.7)

Further, we consider in detail only the case k > 0, because for k < 0 everything is
similar. For the trasformed projection operator we have

k-\

£
71=0

(G.8)

where x'"' are transformed zero modes with positive chirality.
One can introduce a new spinor rfn\x) such that

Then we define a new function

k-l

(G.9)

(G.10)
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and from (G.6),(G.8) and (G.9) obtain for it

\ V21 u /

Since {£,75} = 0,75S
((:)75 = S ^ and 75Q

(i)75 = -Q(k) the matrix <?<*> has only
nonzero off-diagonal elements

(G.12)

In terms of complex variables z = £ r ^ and w = y'^['
w this equation can be rewritten

as follows

2Lid;Q${z,u>) = -8(2\z-w). (G.14)

Let us consider the function Qn{z,w) (for Q21 i
ziw) everything can be done in the

same way). From the definition of the fermion propagator (G.I), from relations (G.5),
(G.10) and from the periodicity conditions (1.2) for Fermi fields, which in this particular
case have the form given in (1.22), the periodicity conditions on Q[2\Z.W) can be found
to be

yn(z + i,z + i,w,w) — e i'i , z; w, w), (G.15a)

|T|Qij)(z, z; w, w), (G.15b)

W{z, Z; W + 1, w + 1) = e ie( l t l «, z; w, to), (G.15c)

QThe general form of Q12 (z,w) that satisfies (G.14) is

(G.15d)

q(z,w), (G.16)

where q(z, w) should be chosen to obey the periodicity conditions in (G.15) , to have no
poles for 2 — w and to be 1 at z = to. A solution that satisfies these conditions is

2TCL1#1(Z-W)

For Q21 (ziw) o n e obtains the similar expression

(G.18)
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